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EDUCATIONAL PRICING BROCHURE



WE ARE CAMBO

   Cambo BV was founded in The Netherlands in 1946 and has 
the distinction of being the first studio camera manufacturer 
to produce an all-metal large format camera. Based in the 
town of Kampen in the East of the Netherlands, Cambo has 
since built a reputation for high quality, precision engineered 
cameras, stands and other studio equipment. 

   Today, Cambo is based in a modern 2,000 sq m facility 
equipped with the latest computer controlled design and 
machine tools, ensuring production to the highest standards. 

   Emphasis on design innovation ensures that the Cambo 
range of High-End View Cameras continues to provide for 
differing needs across the marketplace, from the entry level, 
ideal for the budget conscious student or serious amateur, to 
the sophistication of the "Ultima System" and the ultra- 
precision of the "WideRS System" which caters for the precise 
needs of the digital photographer, in studio and on location. 

   The Cambo range of cameras is complemented by a range of 
camera support stands and other studio accessories to suit all 
needs, including dedicated Reproduction cameras and 
Reproduction stands. 

  Cambo has since expanded their product range into the 
market for Video Supports including Video Booms,  a Track 
and Dolly System and an extended HDSLR Support Rig system 
for the demanding enthusiast as well as professional video 
and broadcast companies. 

WHERE TRADITION MEETS VISION...
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Traditional View Cameras

Reg $1799 

SC- 2
The SC-2 Basic is Cambo's classic view camera. Known for its durability and ease of
maintenance, these cameras are great tools with which to get started and grow in large
format photography 

$1439

Cambo Ultima 23 

$3868 Reg $5699 

The Ultima 45 is Cambo's sophisticated 
4x5” studio view camera, designed for high 
precision. Specifically designed for digital 
and film use with fine gearing on all 
movements, including lateral shift, rise and 
fall, swings, tilts and fine focusing 
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Cambo Ultima 45 

$3989 Reg $5699 



Actus

Actus EDU
Newly designed with educators in mind. The Actus 
EDU features a quick swapping rear standard to 
allow for students and educators to quickly demo 
and use the Actus with their own camera system.  

$1520 Reg $1900 
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Swap between preassembled camera bayonets 
quickly without the need to remove screws 
Switch between Student/Educator camera 
bodies at a fraction of the cost and time 
compared to having dedicated Actus units for 
each camera manufacturer.  
Locking lever secures bayonet firmly to rear 
standard 

Actus-EDU Advantages 

$2239 Reg $2799 

The Actus DB allows for digital back 
users to get access to the portability of 
the Actus mini, with the quality of a 
digital back. In-studio, or on location, the 
Actus DB goes where you need it to be.

Actus DB2

The Cambo Actus series of cameras combines traditional view camera techniques with the latest capture 
technology. Using view camera movements the photographer is able to be more versatile, be more 
creative and get more professional results much faster than before.  

The Actus system allows for expandability by the use of 11 different lens panels, four different bellows, 
 and three different monorail combinations. Pick the configuration best suited for your needs.  

Just connect your camera of choice and the Cambo Actus functions as a tilt-shift and swing adapter with 
view camera movements. Because size matters, the Actus system has been designed to give maximum 
functionality with minimal dimensions to support portability at ease.



Actus XL 35
Designed for in-studio usage, the Actus XL takes 
the movements and legacy of the Cambo 
Ultima and builds upon the mounting system of 
the Actus mini, giving the most functionality 
and most compatibility across the Actus family 
of cameras.  

Built from the knowledge learned from the 
Actus-EDU. The Actus G series is designed to 
work not only with larger medium format 
mirrorless cameras (Fuji GFX and Hasselblad 
X1D), but smaller DSLRs and Mirrorless 
cameras as well.  

Actus G

$2100 Reg $2625 

$4460 Reg $5575 

Actus
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ACDB-989 SWL Adaptor

Lenses
The Actar series of lenses are designed to be a single 
part solution for users. Pre-mounted and optimized 
for Actus users, these 5 lenses are a great choice for 
photographers who need the most value for their 
investment, while still maintaining very high optical 
quality. 

(For pricing on other accessories please contact your dealer or Cambo USA at Info@Cambousa.com)

New for 2018 - Cambo introduces the ACDB-989 SLW adaptor to bring Digital Back compatibility 
to the Actus-G and Actus EDU series of cameras. The Actus system allows for expandability by 
the use of 11 different lens panels, four different bellows,  and three different monorail 
combinations. Pick the configuration best suited for your needs.  

$436 Reg $545 



Stands

Mono-1/Mono-0

Mono2/ MBX-0

Mono-1/ MBX-0

7ft Stand w/T-Base 

7ft Stand w/Y-Base 

9ft Stand w/Y-Base 

*All Monostands Ship Free*

$1175 Reg $1436 

$2174 Reg $1739 

$2274 Reg $1819 

Cambo’s studio stand options are designed to present a firm posture. These stand options provide 
a more sturdy operating environment than a tripod. The mono stands will provide easy movement 
when needed and offer a firm hold when ready to shoot. 

All monostand configurations are built out of the same high quality materials as the other stands, 
but their significantly lower cost makes them easily affordable on practically any budget.   

Monostands
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Cambo

Redwing Boom

Compact - 4.3' 

This is a quick and easy handling boom that will enhance your productivity 
with minimal effort.

$532

$412

Standard - 9.5'
Reg $665 

Reg $515 

*Light and Stand Sold Separately* 

WRS- 1600

The newly designed WRS-1600 allows for the 
rotation between landscape and portrait 
orientations, without the need to remove the 
attached digital back. Compatible with the 
complete lineup of WRS lens panels, the WRS- 
1600 lends itself to the landscape or 
architectural photographer who wants the 
most flexibility in a size that is easy to travel 
with. 

$2879 Reg $3599 
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Copy of your current Student/ Faculty ID or
Copy of your current class schedule
This completed purchase order
Cambo USA order sheet 

Select the equipment you would like to purchase and present the order with the documents indicated 
above to your nearest authorized Cambo dealer. 

A list of our dealers can be found at: www.cambousa.com/dealers 

If you cannot locate a dealer in your area, you may also order by emailing these documents to: 
Info@cambousa.com / Subject Headline: Educational Order.  

Upon receipt of your order form, we will approve, process and ship your order within three business 
days pending product ability. 

Purchasing Under Cambo Educational Pricing Program

How To Place Your Order

Thanks you for your interest in Cambo products. We offer a special educational discount only to students 
and educators currently enrolled in full-time college level degree program. 

To qualify for these prices, we ask that you provide the following documents with this order: 

Educational Institutions may provide a school 
purchase order as qualification. 

Since participation in this program is a privilege, we 
reserve the ability to refuse an order for any reason, 
or request additional enrollment information/ 
verification. No order will be accepted without the 
three documents requested above, even if this 
information was provided with a previous order. 

Please note that this equipment will be shipped pre- 
registered to the student making the purchase and 
cannot be resold for 24 months.  

DEALER STICKER
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